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Innovation at the level of firms and
individuals
 Product/service innovation:
– improving existing or creating
a new product
 Process innovation:
– improving existing processes,
or creating new processes
 Business model innovation
– improving organizational
structures
Cartoon from https://www.gapingvoid.com/blog/2015/09/16/the-secret-to-innovation/
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Myth busting innovation
 Most organisations innovate because:
– They have to
– Unreasonable customers demands
– New technology allows it
– Competitors innovated first
– Serendipity
 Most innovation is incremental and
driven by imitation
 About learning & adjustment &
recombination
– Not ONLY about design
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Knowledge for innovation
 Most knowledge in organizations cannot easily be captured:
– Only a small portion of knowledge is captured in formal
documents, procedures and systems
– Beyond the formal knowledge habits, routines, artifacts,
rituals, protocol and also stories all make up the tacit
knowledge in the firm when combined with the experience,
natural talent and skills of the employees
– Technical experts and specialists struggle to express what
they sense, feel, imagine or miss
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Embracing tacit knowledge in
enterprises*
 Knowledge surfaces during conversations (often about
problems, frustrations or challenges) in a context of trust.
How to encourage or shape these conversations:
1: Create opportunities to share tacit knowledge
2: Allow for the creation of concepts, models, ideas, prototypes
3: Justify or test against values, strategy and principles
4: Prototype, simulate, use scenarios, imagine, combine, adjust
5: Cross-share or level knowledge
*Inspired by work of von Krogh, Ichijo and Nonaka
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THREE WAYS TACIT
KNOWLEDGE ARE ENABLED
OR INHIBITED IN
WORKPLACES

Knowledge creation by tinkering &
experimentation
To do 9/10/2014:
q There must be a better
way – find it
q Carefully collect
evidence to convince
boss that this is a
better way
q Order book "Rocket
science for dummies"
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Knowledge creation by deductive
reasoning (thinking, reading, research)

To Do list:
q Google "DIY PC Board
Washer"
q Figure out what to do
with the contaminated
water?
q Read the SANS
standard
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Gaining knowledge through
purposeful interaction with others

To Do list:
q Find out if anybody
else have this same
problem
q Find out what to call
this thing.
q Call Prof about waste
water
q Book tickets to
electronics fair in
Germany
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Knowledge for innovation dialogue format

Which factors promote this
form of knowledge creation in
your organization?

Which factors inhibit this form of
knowledge creation in your
organization?

Tinkering and
experimentation

Deductive
reasoning,
research

Collaborating,
engaging with
others
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Harnessing knowledge for
innovation
Don’t just listen to narrative, actively shape narrative
Formalize and encourage experimentation
Think of new combinations of old ideas
Move experienced people into new areas and new team
combinations (instead of documenting)
 Establish distributed capacity to scan for change
 Play with ideas to assess potential impact on the
business, networks, clients and society
 Build networks of collaborators to increase scope,
reduce risks and manage uncertainty
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What I have to repeat often with small
companies about leveraging
knowledge for innovation
o Leaders model how to share, unlock, combine and leverage knowledge for
innovation
o Trust is the canvass
o Knowledge:
o is “surfaced” in conversations and during problem solving
o is mostly created on the fly when people must make decisions, most people are
not even aware of the knowledge they use
o is enhanced by exposure to a diversity of social actors, knowledge domains,
languages and paradigms
o is not a "thing" or "object" that can be clearly captured, classified; but it can be
observed or captured in narratives, sensed by experts
o Collaboration with others is often most efficient for innovation, provided that the
costs of interaction is low enough and diversity can be bridged
o Education does not equate into knowledge for innovation, although it helps
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TWO EXAMPLES

A state of the art electronics contract manufacturer
A metal casting foundry

A story about a company that claimed
it did not innovate….

 To Do list:
q Give Shawn
the keys to
workshop on
Friday
q Order PVC
pipe from
plumbing shop
q Increase
insurance
against fire
q Send flowers
to kitchen
staff
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An example from a factory
About 30 participants from top management, middle management, supervisors
and the shop floor.
Offsite meeting room
Intent was to identify what could be done to improve performance, solve certain
binding problems, and to involve factory workers in problem solving
1. Worldcafe with 3 questions:
a) What's been tried before to improve our business?
b) What worked better than we expected? Not as well?
c) What should we really get right considering our resources?
2. Cynefin exercise
a) Unpacking problems,
b) Designing solutions (complicated) or experiments (complex)
3. Ritual dissent to stimulate dissemination of ideas, learning
4. Presentation of action plans back to plenary
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THREE CONCLUSIONS
Knowledge for innovation
Innovation
Knowledge environment

Conclusion: Knowledge for
innovation
Tacit knowledge creation starts at the level of
individuals or small groups, and then is
recognized in the environment.
Codified knowledge often exists in environment,
and then works its way to individuals
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Conclusion: Innovation
Purposefully expanding, increasing,
(re)combining knowledge is central to innovation.
This is can be done by tinkering, deduction and
collaborating with others that have different
knowledge. Trust is central.
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Conclusion: Environment
Individuals and teams can turn knowledge into
innovation when the environment enables it.
Improving this environment is an ongoing
process which in itself requires innovation!
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Thank you
 For more information contact:
Dr Shawn Cunningham
sc@mesopartner.com
+27 82 902 4200
http://www.mesopartner.com
http://www.cunningham.org.za
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